Hockey Team Loses to Princeton 8-3

Milliken Makes Thirty-Eight Saves; Tigers Superior in Final Period

A spirited Technology hockey team (at) under the onslaught of a powerful Princeton six Saturday at the Hobey Baker Memorial Rink at Princeton by the score of 8 to 3. The feature of the game from the Michigan viewpoint was the splendid defensive showing of Captain Frank Milliken, who made thirty-eight saves during the three periods.

Organized Cheering Squad for Harvard Game

For the first time in a number of years the student body of the Institute will be out with spirit and voices, all men may bring along their skates for the skating party after the game. Alliliken Makes Thirty-Eight Saves; Tigers Superior in Final Period

Basketball Team Will Play Alumni

Game to be Held in Hangar This Thursday; Freshman Lose to Belmont

On Thursday night the varsity basketball will play its first game on the season when it faces the strong Alumni team composed of former Institute players. The outcome of the game will be an indication of the starring quality of the opposition, the game will not lack thrills or action; it will be a walk-away for either side.

Coach McCarthy has not announced any definite lineup for the varsity, but he did state that the forwards would probably be either McFerry or Murphy would be on center, and the guards would be chosen from among Lawson, Kenny, Gallaher, and Davis.

The line-up for the grade will include Fred Feustel, Pat Ainenta, J. McNamara, Bob Caffrey, and others. These players will be drawn from the members of their classes as the basketball season opens up.

In the third period the Beavers were able to get started. Twice before the period had ended, Ranny Thompson was able to stride and before the period had ended, the Beavers were able to get started.

In the final minute Williams swept the Tigers off their feet, and before they could recover, Williams deflected the puck into the goal, making the final score eight to three.

CAPTAIN FRANK R. MILLIKEN, JR.

During this period Johnny Hermes was injured slightly, and rather than take a chance on his being injured further, Coach Owen took him out of the game, rewarding the defense accordingly.

With the score two to one against them as the second period opened, the Beavers opened up an attack that swept the Tigers off their feet, and before they could recover, Williams deflected the puck into the goal, making the final score eight to three.

THE TECH

GODDARD WINS TWICE IN WRESTLING MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

During the 55 minute period Hervey Bosquiano was able to ride the disk past the Tiger goalie.

The third of the student papers at the dinner was made up of the annual Christmas Concert and dance of the Musical Club at Walker, the attendance should be heavy. This will be the first time this year that the school has had to meet the present varsity in action.

The freshman season started yesterday when the yearlings lost to the present varsity in action.

The line-up for the grads will include Fred Feustel, Pat Ainenta, J. McNamara, Bob Caffrey, and others. These players will be drawn from the members of their classes as the basketball season opens up.

ALWAYS Pinies pleasaer

The Bigggest user of FINE TURKISH TOBACCO

 Always the finest tobacoo
 Always the finest workmanship
 ALWAYS Luckyse please!

_why Luckies taste better, smoother_

On certain mountains in the Near East is a limited collar of earth—called in Turkish, "Yurca" Tobacco grows, high as 21.00 a pound. Carefully they are..examed, leaf by leaf. Often it takes a man a whole day to select two pounds of certa of the finest tobacco leaves.

Lucky Strike, the world's biggest user of fine Turkish tobaccos. For these tender, delicate Turkish leaves are blended with choice tobaccos from our own Souths, the result is a mellow, unctuous enjoyment all by itself.

"it's toasted"
FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE

TUTURING

A. L. M. DINGEE C. P. WADSWORTH
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A. L. E. E. CONVENTION HELD FOR FIRST TIME

(Continued from Page 2)

Van de Graaff Spoke

Dr. Robert J. Van de Graaff, igonator speaker of the afternoon, described the equipment of the Robert Z. Hill in the field of high voltage electrode generation. He referred to the fact that, "it is also a good time to introduce the latest being "Electrical Prospecting." He re-}marked many new applications and ideas in this science, which has been applied to prospecting for minerals and oil. After the meeting the third of the students at the dinner was made up of the annual Christmas Concert and dance of the Musical Club at Walker, the attendance should be heavy. This will be the first time this year that the school has had to meet

LATE MODEL Tuxedos

To Rent

$1.50

Complete Outfits

CROSTON & CARR CO.

72 Summer Street, Boston